
CENTER FOR HOLOCAUST 
AWARENESS AND INFORMATION (CHAI)

As the world’s foremost 
expert on denial of the 
Holocaust and the havoc 
wreaked on the historical 
record by “revisionists,” 
Deborah Lipstadt, Ph.D., 
commands an exceptional 
understanding of deniers’ 
tactics and methods to 
dispel the ignorance and 
racism they inflame. 

You can hear Lipstadt 
speak at MCC’s Holocaust, 
Genocide, and Human 
Rights Project’s 27th Annual
Kristallnacht Program, 

hosted in partnership with the Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester and the 
JCC Lane Dworkin Jewish Book Festival, on Wednesday, November 8th at 7:00 PM. 

Author of the seminal Denying the Holocaust: The Growing Assault on Truth 
and Memory, Lipstadt was sued for libel by infamous denier David Irving. Her 
subsequent legal triumph stands as a significant testament in the battle for 
historical truth. 

The 2016 film Denial, based on Lipstadt’s History on Trial: My Day in Court with 
a Holocaust Denier, was nominated for Best British film at the 2017 British 
Academy Film Awards. It is being shown for free in advance of the 
Kristallnacht program on Wednesday, November 1st and Thursday, November 
2nd. Learn more at www.monroecc.edu/organizations/holocaust/events.

Lipstadt currently serves as the Dorot Professor 
of Modern Jewish History and Holocaust Stud-
ies at Emory University. She was a consultant to 
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 
and served two terms on its US Holocaust 
Memorial Council. 

The progam, to be held in the Warshof Conference 
Center, R. Thomas Flynn Campus Center, 
Monroe A & B (park in Lot M), is free of charge 
and open to the public but tickets are required. 
Go to monroecctickets.universitytickets.com.

Holocaust Denial: From the Classroom to the Courtroom 
featuring DEBORAH E. LIPSTADT, PH.D. 
27TH ANNUAL KRISTALLNACHT PROGRAM 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2017 • 7:00 PM

Deborah E. Lipstadt, Ph.D.

Deborah Lipstadt with actress 
Rachel Weisz, who played her 
in the 2016 film Denial.

HOLOCAUST REMEMBRANCE
EXHIBIT DEBUTS

A brand new Holocaust remembrance 
exhibit debuts at the Louis S. Wolk 
JCC of Greater Rochester on Sunday, 
October 29th at 4 PM.

A touch screen computer opposite 
the Holocaust memorial courtyard will 
bring the new web archive at 
www.RochesterHolocaustSurvivors.org 
to life. The website, developed by 
CHAI and the JCC’s Rochester Holocaust 
Survivors Project, holds a wealth of 
interactive content including video 
testimony of Rochester area Holocaust 
survivors in addition to written survivor 
testimony and family photographs.

Also featured will be guest speaker 
Jonathan Silver, Senior Director 
for Educational Programming and 
Publishing at the Tikvah Fund and 
grandson of Rochester survivor Henry 
Silberstern, of blessed memory. CHAI 
will debut the publication of the 
second edition of Lost Childhood: A 
Memoir by Henry Silberstern.

Guests can also view the photo 
exhibit
by Louis 
Ryen 
entitled 
Prague 
and 
Terezin: 
Sharp 
Contrast.

Rochester survivor Henry 
Silberstern, who passed 
away in 2016.
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More Holocaust Programming Resources for Educators

The Jewish Federation’s Center for Holocaust Awareness and Information (CHAI) works to ensure that the 
Holocaust and its lessons are not forgotten. The Center is located on site at the Jewish Federation, 441 East Avenue. 
CHAI can be reached by phone at (585) 241-8648. 

Through our award winning “Survivors in the Classroom” program, Holocaust survivors address more than 17,000 
students yearly, ranging from 6th graders through college students. 

Other Components of CHAI include: 
• Library and media center including books, DVDs and survivor testimonies
• Six locally published books of survivor memoirs provide valuable resources for teachers to use in their 

classrooms including the publication of the 2nd edition of Henry Silberstern’s memoir. Sadly, we lost Henry      
last year but through his memoir and our Survivor Archive, students can still learn from him.

• www.perilousjourneys.org, a web version of the book, Perilous Journeys, comprising the personal stories of peril  
and rescue as told by twelve area Holocaust survivors

• Annual Teacher and Student Interschool Conferences
• Traveling trunks containing survivor artifacts, books, DVDs and curriculum materials 
• CHAI Update. To register to receive a copy of CHAI Update via email, contact sstam@jewishrochester.org
• Community annual Yom HaShoah (Holocaust remembrance) commemorations  
• Poster series and/or photography exhibit for loan 
• Curriculum and Resource Development 
• Internships

To learn more, go to www.jewishrochester.org/CHAI or contact CHAI Director Bonnie Abrams, 
babrams@jewishrochester.org or 585.241.8648.

Two Traveling Trunks Available!

CHAI’s first Traveling Trunk, containing a complete Holocaust unit for middle schoolers with DVDs, books, maps, 
posters, photographs, artifacts and curriculum, covered the rise of the Nazi Party and the effects on the lives of 
German and Austrian Jews in the Third Reich. 

CHAI now also offers the Poland Traveling Trunk, which picks up where the 
last one left off, with the invasion of Poland, the ghettos, camps and 
resistance. Lessons are focused on moral choices that influenced the survival 
of local Holocaust survivors from Poland – where most of prewar Europe’s 
Jews lived. 

Contact Bonnie Abrams, babrams@jewishrochester.org to learn about 
incorporating these resources as educational tools.

More CHAI programs and Resources

• CHAI’s audiovisual archive is now digitized! Students can hear local survivors tell their stories online at
       www.rochesterholocaustsurvivors.org.

• New! Request for Proposal (RFP) Process! CHAI will be accepting proposals from 501c3 organizations for small 
grants for Holocaust programs. Forms will be available on CHAI’s website by January of 2018.

Educators may want to consider important upcoming dates for their students: 
• The Yom HaShoah (annual Holocaust remembrance) Interschool Program is scheduled for Thursday, April 12th 

from 9:00 - 11:00 AM at the Louis S. Wolk JCC. 
• The communitywide remembrance of Yom HaShoah is the preceding evening, April 11th at 7:00 PM, also at the JCC.

My Heart in a Suitcase
Nazareth College Arts Center 
Student Performance: Tuesday, May 15, 2018  
12 - 1:05 PM; Grades 4-8 

Life in 1938 Germany is deteriorating quickly for the 
Lehmanns and Jews throughout the country. In order to 
protect their daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Lehmann may have 
to say goodbye to her forever, and Anne must struggle 
to bring meaning out of despair as she clings to love and 
hope even in a world that seems to be filled with hatred 
and violence.

Based on the autobiography of Anne Lehmann Fox, 
ArtsPower’s gripping and poignant production about 
her family’s decision to send her on the Kindertransport 
is a tribute to the strength of the human spirit and the 
enduring power of a family’s love.

Presented by ArtsPower and co-produced by the Center 
for Holocaust Awareness and Information of the Jewish 
Federation of Greater Rochester. 

Find ticket information at www.naz.edu/arts-center.

Finding Home: Shine the Light 
School Program Available  

DEEP Arts (Develop. Explore. Enrich. Perform.), with 
support from The Center for Holocaust Awareness and 
Information of the Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester, 
is proud to offer a multi-arts program focusing on current 
social justice issues through the historical lens of the 
Holocaust. This program is available to come to schools.

The cornerstone of the Finding Home: Shine the Light 
presentation is a short documentary film designed for 
school use.  The film, Finding Home, follows the 
development of the new musical Moses Man: Finding 
Home about the true story of a Holocaust survivor and 
that story’s collision with those of contemporary refugees. 
The film is accompanied by an introduction and discussion 
facilitated by a teaching artist and has the potential to 
be a “gateway” to understanding, tolerance, and
compassion for the next generations and to inspire them 
to strive for a better world by shining a light on how
 easily “they” could be “us,” and instigates consideration 
and change.

Study guides with curricula tie-ins and classroom 
discussion suggestions are included.

For further information or to book this opportunity, 
contact info@deeparts.org.

Intergenerational Healing & the Holocaust: 
One Family’s Story
 
Sharon Korman, psychotherapist and daughter of local 
Holocaust survivor Jeannine Korman, will give a presentation 
entitled Healing from Intergenerational PTSD from the 
Holocaust: One Family’s Story on Sunday, January 28, 
2018 from 2:00 - 4:00 PM at the Louis S. Wolk JCC of 
Greater Rochester.

Korman will illustrate, through narrative and video interview, 
intergenerational perspective on symptom presentation of 
trauma, dissociation and affect dysregulation across the 
lifespan of a Holocaust survivor.

The presentation will show that symptoms can change 
over the course of a lifetime with or without therapeutic 
intervention. 

This program is co-sponsored by the Louis S. Wolk JCC in 
honor of International Holocaust Remembrance Day.

Kollel Adult Education – Holocaust classes 
Find dates, locations and more at www.tbk.org.

21st Century Holocaust Denial: 
the new Anti-Semitism    Fee: $40
Thomas Driscoll 
Some deny the Holocaust for overtly racist, political, or 
strategic reasons. Other deniers argue that reports of the 
Holocaust are really part of a vast shadowy plot to make 
the white, Western world feel guilty and to advance the 
interest of Jews. 

Still Crazy After All These Years:  Children of  
Holocaust Survivors   Fee: $60
Bonnie Abrams   
Intergenerational transmission of PTSD in second generation 
Holocaust survivors is still being explored, even as children 
of survivors are becoming senior citizens! 
 
Hitchcock and the Holocaust     Fee: $40
Jenna Silpe   
In addition to watching Night Will Fall, on which Hitchcock 
was supervising director, watch scenes from several of 
Hitchcock’s most well-known films, examining shared 
themes of isolation, persecution and fear.   

For adults at the Louis S. Wolk JCC
Holocaust Families Discussion & Support Group
Maya Brown, LCSW
Join together with other members of survivor families to 
discuss your family’s stories and the impact of these 
experiences.   

Contact Joy Getnick, 585.461.2000 x239.



The Center for Holocaust 
Awareness and Information (CHAI) 
of the Jewish Federation of Greater 

Rochester is dedicated to the memory 
of the six million Jews who were 

murdered during the Holocaust. The 
Center is a testimony to the vanished 
European Jewish communities, the 
Jewish resistance fighters and the 
righteous among the nations who 

did not stand by in silence. CHAI is 
committed to the advancement of 

public awareness of the Holocaust and 
its lessons as well as to the broader 

issues of prejudice, racism and human 
rights. You can visit CHAI online at the 

Federation’s website, 
www.jewishrochester.org/CHAI

Michael Silverstein 
CHAI Chair

Bonnie Abrams
CHAI Director

Shelly Stam
CHAI Program Assistant

Rina Chessin
Jewish Federation President

Meredith Dragon
Federation CEO
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On Saturday, November 18th at the 
Hart Theatre at the Louis S. Wolk 
JCC, experience a special production 
of Decoding the Tablecloth, written 
and performed by Gabriela Kohen 
and directed by Connie Grappo. The 
play explores the psychological 
impact of trauma over five generations 
in Kohen’s family. From pre-Holocaust 
Poland, to the tango halls of 
Argentina, to disco-era Brooklyn, 

Gabriela portrays over 20 characters 
as she weaves her family’s unique 
cultural identity and oral history.

Presented by the Jewish Federation 
of Greater Rochester, the American 
Group Psychotherapy Association 
and CenterStage Theatre at the Louis 
S. Wolk JCC of Greater Rochester. 
Find ticket information at 
www.jcccenterstage.org.


